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FOREWORD
Although written specifically for application to the Space Station Freedom Electrical Powcr
System, the ETARA methodology and software can be applied in general to simulate
Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability (RAM) characteristics of any system given a
Reliability Block Diagram model of the system.
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1.0 Introduction
ETARA (_vent Time Availability Reliability _Analysis) is an interactive, menu-driven
reliability, availability and maintainability (RAM) simulation program. Given a Reliability
Block Diagram representation of a system, ETARA simulates the behavior of the system over a
specified period of time using Monte,--Carlo methods to generate block failure and repair
intervals as a function of exponential and/or Weibull distributions. Availability parameters
such as equivalent availability, state availability (percentage of time at a particular output state
capability), continuous state duration and number of state occurrences can be calculated. Initial
spares allotment and spares replenishment on a resupply cycle can be simulated. The number of
block failures are tabulated both individually and by block type, as well as total downtime,
repair time, and time waiting for spares. Also, maintenance man-hours per year and system
reliability, with or without repair, at or above a particular output capability can be calculated
over a cumulative period of time or at specific points in time.
The specific hardware and software requirements and installation instructions for ETARA are
given in Appendix C on page 47.
2.0 Preparing the Input
A system can be represented by a reliability (or availability) block diagram (RBD). The RBD is
a logical graphic illustration depicting the block configuration necessary for a function to be
successfully accomplished. A block in the RBD can represent a component, a subsystem, or a
system which performs a function that is either available or unavailable - there are no degraded
modes of block performance. It is important to realize that the blocks do not have to be
physically connected hardware in the actual system to be connected in the RBD. The criterion
to remember when constructing an RBD is the block's role in contributing to an available
system function.
ETARA algorithms can model systems represented by an RBD which contains a combination
of series, parallel, and M--of-N parallel blocks. When two blocks, A and B, are in series, it is
equivalent to saying that block A and block B must be available for the subsystem to be
available. When two blocks are in parallel, block A or block B must be available for the
subsystem to be available. The situation where two blocks out of three blocks in parallel are
needed for the subsystem to be available is termed "M--of-N parallel", in this case M=2 and
N=3. A simple combination of two or more blocks that are either in series or parallel defines a
simple subsystem. Subsystems can be combined further as series or parallel combinations of
other subsystems and blocks. The complete system can then be defined as a combination of
subsystems and blocks.
There are no restrictions in ETARA on the number of total blocks in the RBD or on the number
of blocks in a series, parallel, or M-of-N parallel subsystem. In addition, the same block can
appear in more than one subsystem if such an arrangement is necessary to accurately model the
system behavior. Although this is not allowed in deterministic RBD modeling, it is possible in
ETARA dueto thefactthat ETARA simulates failures and repairs of individual blocks and the
way in which the subsystem RBD equations are solved. An example of this application is
discussed in Appendix A.
In order to facilitate data entry, it is advisable to annotate a copy of the R13D, prepared within the
guidelines addressed in the previous section, as follows. The blocks of the RBD should be
sequentially numbered starting at one. The proper designation of the blocks is the letter "13"
followed by a number - B1, t32, 133 etc. Subsystems are designated by an "S" followed by a
number - S1, $2, $3 etc. The proper numbering of the subsystems is very important. The
subsystems must be created from the "inside out". A subsystem must not contain another
subsystem of a higher number. For example, if subsystem Sx contains subsystems Sy and Sz,
then x must be greater than both y and z. Beginning with the innermost set of blocks, each
parallel or series set of blocks are partitioned into a subsystem which then can be placed in series
or parallel with other blocks and subsystems. This process is repeated until the entire system is
described by one "subsystem" which contains all other subsystems and blocks. Figure 1 shows
an example of an RBD properly partitioned into subsystems.
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Figure 1 - Example RBD of a Simple System
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The components or subsystems of the system are each represented by individual blocks in the
RBD. Each block will be of a certain type. Each block type has associated data that
differentiates it from other block types. The following data must be supplied for each block
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capacity percentage of total system capacity
MTBF Mean Time Between Failures, in years, for "random"
failures. Exponential Distribution = exp(-t/MTBF)
and/or
WeibuH shape factor and
mean life
mean life, in years, from which the Weibull scale factor
is determined.
Weibull Distribution = exp[--(t / scale)shape]
mean time to repair, 1WUFR mean repair time, in hours
number of initial local spares spares located "on-site"
number of initial depot spares remotely located spares
The capacity of a block is the percentage of the total system capability that the block either
prod uces, conducts, or supports. For the example of an electrical power system, the percentage
of total power that can be produced by, is supported by, or is conducted through a block is
defined as that block's capacity. The two most important points to remember when determining
a block's capacity are that a block's capacity is a percentage of the total system capacity and
that support blocks which do not generate or contribute directly to the production of thc output
capability, but nevertheless are necessary in order for the system to operate, also have defined
capacities. The capacities of these "support" blocks are proportional to the degradation of tectal
system output capability when the block is unavailable. Or, as can frequently be the case, ihc
support block can be assigned a capacity of 100% so as not to act as a bottleneck in the RBD.
ETARA uses either, or both of the exponential and Weibull distribution functions to generate
event times for a given block. The exponential function models the useful life period where
items experience a constant hazard rate, 1/MTBF (i.e. random failures). The Weibull functic)n
can be used to model a wide variety of failure distributions. Two Weibuil parameters, shape and
scale, are adjusted to properly form the desired distribution. Please note that the definition of
"scale factor" as used in ETARA may differ from other commonly used definitions (the
difference being: scaleETARA = scalel/shape). The third Weibull function parameter, the
"location" factor, is used in ETARA to model the initial age or failure free period c_f an
individual block at the beginning of the simulation and is described in detail in sections
3.2.1.1.3 and 4.2.
Within ETARA, the mean life of a block type is specified along with the Weibull shape factor
from which the Weibull scale factor is internally calculated from the equation,
scale factor = mean life/Gamma(l+l/shapc factor)
where "Gamma" denotes the Gamma funclion. If data for both distribution functions arc
entered for a block type, ETARA generates time-lo failure from each function and uses the
minimum of the two as the next failure event for a given block.
ETARA determinesblock downtimesbasedon theavailabilityof localanddepotspares,thc
MTTR, andthelocal anddepotsparesresupplyinterval. Localsparesrefersto thenumberof
initial sparesof that particularblock type at the systemlocation available for immediate
replacement.Depotsparesareremotelylocatedfrom thesystemandaredeliveredto thesystem
only during the local spare resupply intervals. The initial quantity of depot sparesare
replenishedaccordingto thedepotsparesreplenishmentinterval. If a localspareis available
whenablock fails,ETARA usesonly theblock's_ to determinewhentheblockwill next
becomeavailable. If thereareno local sparesbut therearedepotsparesof thefailed block's
type,ETARA determinesthedowntimeto bethetimeremaininguntil thenext local resupply
action,plus theM"I"/_. If thereis neitherlocal nor depotsparesof the failed block's type,
ETARA determinesthedowntimetobe thetimetotheearliestresupplyintervalafter thedepot
sparesstock hasbeenreplenished,plus theM'ITR.
3.0 The ETARA Menus
The ETARA program is executed via a hierarchical set of menus which are described in the
subsections that follow. The text in the shaded area in the box represents what appears on the
monitor when running ETARA. The letters in parentheses on top of the boxes represent the
keystroke sequence, beginning from the main menu, which will bring up the menu shown. In
ETARA, each menu listing has one bold letter. When making a menu choice, simply press the
key of the letter desired - there is no need to press [Enter]. The [Esc] key can be pressed to
"escape" out of a currently displayed menu to the previous menu. ETARA has limited built-in
error detection capability in that if a wrong or inappropriate key is pressed, an error message is
flashed, a beep is sounded, and the user is returned to the same or higher-level menu. On-line
help screens can be accessed by pressing the [F1] key.
3.1 The ETARA MAIN MENU
On entering the ETARA program, the following introduction is briefly flashed,
followed by the ETARA Main Menu,
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The ETARA main menu displays the basic steps used to approach and solve a problem.
Selection S brings up a menu which allows the user to enter or modify the information necessary
to perform a simulation of a system and manage (e.g. save, load, and delete) the system data in
terms of system configuration files. Selection R brings up a menu which enables the user to
choose an availability, reliability (with or without repair), or maintainability simulation either
interactively or in batch mode. Selection A brings up the analytical results menu from which
the results can be displayed, printed, and managed. Selection X is used to exit ETARA.
Selection I displays the information contained in the Introduction to this manual, section 1.0.
Remember, to make a selection simply press the key of the letter desired (without pressing
[Enter]).
3.2 The SYSTEM DEFINITION Menu
Keystroke: (S)
 i!iiiii!!!iii!i!iii ii!!!iiiii  i!i!iii il
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The SYSTEM DEFINITION Menu allows the user to enter or modify the input necessary to
perform a simulation of a system, and manage (e.g. save, load, and delete) the system data in
terms of system configuration files.
RAM simulations are performed on specific "systems" or equivalently, "systcm
configurations." For this reason, ETARA stores each system in a separate file which can bc
saved, deleted, reloaded and edited. A new system must be defined and saved in ETARA via the
SYSTEM DEFINITION Menu. A new system configuration file must be saved using this menu
before exiting ETARA or it will be lost (see section 3.5 for safeguards). Saved systems can bc
reloaded for use in a simulation or for editing.
Selection X will return the user to the ETARA MAIN MENU (3.1).
3.2.1 The DATA INPUT Menu
Keystrokes: (S) (E)
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In order to perform a RAM simulation, each option on this menu must be selected and thc
appropriate input given. Selection B allows the user to define the RAM parameters for each
block type, assign individual blocks to the various block types, and define the initial ages and
points in time when blocks are installed in the system. Selection R allows the user to build a
Reliability Block Diagram 0tBD) via a full screen editor. Selection P allows the user to dcfinc
the parameters that govern a system simulation.
As an example, input for a new system represented by the RBD depicted in figure 1 is illustrated
in Appendix X.
Selection X will return the user to the SYSTEM DEFINITION Menu (3.2).
3.2.1.1 The BLOCK DATA INPUT Menu
Keystrokes: (5;) (E) 03)
i !iiiiiiiiiii==r i ji=i!ii!!ii fii iii iiii:
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Selection D is used to define the block data input to ETARA for each unique type of block.
Selection N is used to identify the block numbers of blocks in an RBD to a unique block typc.
Selection A is used to assign initial ages to blocks which experience wear out. Selection I is
used to assign installation times to blocks which are not initially part of a system at the
beginning of a simulation. Selection X will return the user to the DATA INPUT Menu (3.2.1).
3.2.1.1.1 Block Data by Type
Keystrokes: (S) (E) 03) (D)
i1i!!!iii!i!!i_iiiiii_ii_!ii!!!i!!_iii_i_i_i!i!i!ii!ii!i_i_ii!_iiii_iiii!i_i_i_i_iii_ii_ii_=iii_i_iii_i_N_!))
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After selectingthe "Data by type" choicefrom the BLOCK DATA INPUT menu,ETARA
displaysatablewith theabovelistedcolumnheadingswith full screeneditingcapability. The
informationgiven under the column headingsillustratedaboveare default valuesusedby
ETARA. As described in 2.0 Preparing the Input, the components or subsystems of a system arc
each represented by individual blocks in the RBD. Each block will be of a certain type. Each
unique block type has associated data that differentiates it from other block types. The block
data input is defined with respect to each unique type of block. For example, an RBD may
contain 100 identical blocks in series. In this case, there is only one unique type of block so that
the user would enter data for only this one type of block.
The full screen editor has a vertical black column under each heading surrounded by a border.
The data for each type of block is defined horizontally, with the black spaces being the
"window" for the alphanumeric input. For example, the black window for the block type
"Name" column is 10 spaces wide, allowing for a block name, abbreviation or acronym of 10
alphanumeric characters. The name can also contain spaces (which will appear as underscores
"_" on the printout). The numeric data can be either integer or real.
To move from one window to the next, use the [Tab] key to move right and the [Shift] [Tab]
keys to move left. The right and left arrow keys can also be used. The up and down arrow keys
are used to move in those respective directions. If the block data input fills the screen, the [Pg
Dn] key is used to page down the screen to obtain more space. The [Pg Up] key will page up thc
screen.
The block data editor can be used to edit existing data as well as define new data. If on entcring
the editor to define new block data there is already data existing in the table, the user can typc
over the existing information, or "mark" the data and delete it. The editor has on-line help
screens which can be accessed by pressing the IF1] key. Complete instructions for using the full
screen editor appear in Appendix B.
The appropriate procedure for completing the Block Data table is to begin in the upper left with
a block type Name. The user can then proceed horizontally with the block capacity and other
data or proceed vertically with the next block type Name. Complete data must be supplied for
each block type: there can be no blanks in any of the data columns. As previously described in
2.0, the capacity of a block is the percentage of the totai system capability that the block either
produces, conducts, or supports. For the example of an electrical power system, the percentage
of total power that can be produced by, is supported by, or is conducted through a block is
defined as that block's capacity. It is not critical to determine the individual block capacities for
blocks in an M---of-N parallel arrangement since the M--of-N subsystem capacity definition
will override the individual block capacities (see 3.2.1.2.1). However, since the Capacity entry
can not be left blank for these blocks, a "dummy" capacity must be defined.
The two most important points to remember when determining a block's capacity are that a
block's capacity is a percentage ofthe total system capacity and that support blocks which do
not generate or contribute directly to the production of the output capability, but nevertheless
are necessary in order for the system to operate, also have defined capacities. The capacities of
these "support" blocks can be proportional to the degradation of total system output capability
whenthe block is unavailable. Or, as can frequently be the case, the support block can be
assigned a capacity of 100% so as not to act as a bottleneck in the RBD.
ETARA uses either, or both of the exponential and Weibull distribution functions to generate
event times for a given block. The exponential function models the useful life period where
items experience a constant hazard rate, 1/MTBF (i.e. random failures). The MTBF for use in
the exponential distribution function is entered in the column under the "MTBF, Yrs
(Random)" heading. The Weibull function can be used to model a wide variety of failure
distributions. Two Weibull parameters, shape and scale, are adjusted to properly form the
desired distribution. Within ETARA, the mean life of a block type is specified along with the
Weibull shape factor from which the Weibull scale factor is internally calculated from the
equation,
scale factor = mean life/Gamma(l+l/shape factor)
where "Gamma" denotes the Gamma function.
If data for both exponential and Weibull distribution functions are entered for a block typc,
ETARA generates time-to-failure from each function and uses the minimum of the two as the
next failure event for a given block. To use only the exponential distribution function, a
"99999" is entered for Mean Life, while "99999" is entered for the MTBF if only the Weibull
function is to be used.
The time-to-repair for a given block is calculated with the block's MTTR and the Weibull
distribution function with the shape factor set to 3.44, approximating a normally distributed
repair time. The full repair time for a block is also dependent on the logistics delay time which
depends on the number and location of spares.
ETARA determines block down times based on the availability of local and depot spares, the
MTrR, and the local and depot spares resupply interval (see 3.2.1.3.1). Local spares refers to
the number of initial spares of that particular block type at the system location available for
immediate replacement. Depot spares are remotely located from the system and are delivered
to the system only during the local spare resupply intervals. The initial quantity of depot spares
are replenished according to the depot spares replenishment interval. If a local spare is
available when a block fails, ETARA uses only the block's MTI'R to determine when the block
will next become available. If there are no local spares but there are depot spares of the failed
block's type, ETARA determines the down time to be the time remaining until the next local
resupply action, plus the MTTR. If there is neither local nor depot spares of the failed block's
type, ETARA determines the down time to be the time to the earliest resupply interval after the
depot spares stock has been replenished, plus the MT'I'R. There is one further condition on the
spares resupply action, the "cutoff', described in detail in 3.2.1.3.1.
Pressing [Enter] will complete the block type definition, save the data and return the user to the
BLOCK DATA INPUT menu (3.2.1.1). Pressing [Esc] will allow the user to leave the editor
without saving changes.
3.2.1.1.2 Assignment of Block Numbers to Block Types
Keystrokes: (S) 0E) 09) (N)
iiiiiiii!ii!iii!iiiiiii!iiii!iii!i!i!iii!ii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
This selection is used to match the block numbers (i.e., the individual block identifier number,
or digit) in the RBD to a unique type of block defined in the Block Data table described in the
previous section. On this screen, data is also entered via a full screen editor, with identical
capabilities as the Block Data editor described in the previous section - see appendix B for
complete instructions. There are two headings in this editor as indicated in the example above.
ETARA automatically displays the block "Type" from the type names defined in the Block
Data table editor described in the previous section. In the above illustration, ETARA has
displayed the default type name "Typel". For each block type listed, the user needs to define
the individual block numbers which are of this type. Integer block numbers are entered which
are of the block type listed on the same line to the left under the "Type" heading. Remember, a
block number can be assigned to only one type of block. Numbers in a sequence can be input
with the beginning number, a "dash" [-], and the ending number. For example, [1 2 4-7 9
11-25] is an appropriate response.
The [Tab] key is used to move the cursor to the right or down while the [Shift] [Tab] keys will
move the cursor to the left or up. If more than one line is needed to define block numbers for a
given block type, a blank line can be inserted by pressing the [F8] key while the cursor is
positioned one line below the line of the block type which is to be continued. The editor will
then prompt the user for the number of rows to insert. With the user response of one, a blank line
will then appear above the cursor, without the block type name, in which the block number input
can be continued. The Block Number editor has limited built-in error checking which will
notify the user with a beep and a brief message when a block number is used more than once or
is missing.
Once the block numbers have been correctly defined, the [Enter] key is pressed, the data is
saved and ETARA returns to the BLOCK DATA INPUT Menu (3.2.1.1). Pressing [Esc] will
allow the user to leave the editor without saving changes.
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3.2.1.1.3 Block Ages at Beginning of Simulation
Keystrokes: (S) (E) 03) (A)
Iiiiiii!i!iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!i
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This selection is used to assign initial ages to blocks which will either experience aging and
eventual wearout, or have an initial "failure free" period. The initial block age parameter is only
used in conjunction with the Weibull distribution and is equivalent to the Weibull "location"
parameter.
At the beginning of the simulation, it may happen that some of the blocks which experience
aging are not "brand new" and have already accumulated some "initial" age. This initial age is
subtracted from the time to first failure determined with the Weibull distribution function
(which is being used to model the increase in failures with time, i.e. wearout) so that the age of a
block prior to the beginning of the simulation is properly accounted for.
Alternatively, a block may experience a "failure free" period at the beginning of the simulation.
In this case, a negative number corresponding to the failure free period, in years, is entered.
During the simulation, the defined failure free period is added to the time to first failure
determined with the Weibull function so that the initial period during which the block will
experience no failures related to the Weibull distribution is properly accounted for.
This screen is also a full screen editor identical to the Block Data and Block Number editors
previously described. The example above shows the default values assumed by ETARA - an
initial age of 0 years for block 1. If no blocks have an initial age (or failure free period), the user
should press [Enter] to continue to the next menu. ETARA will internally assign an initial age
of zero for every block in the system. If there are blocks which have an initial age or failure free
period, the age, in years, is entered in the first column, "Age, Yrs". As indicated above, a
positive entry corresponds to an initial age due to prior wear while a negative entry corresponds
to an initial failure free period. The [Tab] key is used to move the cursor to the right to the
"Block Numbers" column and the integer block numbers which are of that age are entered.
Pressing the [Shift] and [Tab] keys together will move the cursor to the left. If more than one
line is needed for a given age, simply type the same age in the next row of the first column and
continue entering the block numbers. See the previous section and Appendix B for more
complete instructions on the use of the full screen editor. Only blocks with an initial age or
failure free period need to be identified with this selection. If a block number does not have an
initial age or failure free period assigned to it by the user, ETARA assumes a value of zero.
Pressing [Enter] will complete the block ages definition, save the data and return the user to the
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BLOCK DATA INPUT menu(3.2.1.1). Pressing[Esc] will allow theuserto leavetheeditor
without savingchanges.
3.2.1.1.4 Block Installation Times
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (B) (I)
This option is used to assign installation times to blocks that are not initially installed, that is, noi
present at the beginning of the simulation. A system may be constructed in stages, with not all
of the blocks operating at the start of the simulation. To account for this, an installation time, in
years, may be entered. The complete block diagram should still be entered first. The
non-installed blocks will be assigned a capacity of zero and will not contribute to the capacity
of the system until their installation time is reached during a simulation. No time for first failure
will be calculated for these blocks until they are installed. Before all blocks are installed, the
system's maximum capacity will usually be less than 100%. In ETARA, availability results
are normalized to the maximum possible output capacity during a given time period. This
means that during the period when blocks are being installed, occurrence of the maximum
capacity state possible, even though it could be less than the 100% ultimately possible, will be
bookept under the 100% capacity state. In the availability results displays, the 100% capacity
state availability includes occurrences of any state which was the maximum possibly state
during a given time period.
This screen is again a full screen editor identical to the editors previously described. The
example above shows the default values assumed by ETARA- an installation time of year 0 for
block 1. If no blocks have a "delayed" installation time, the user should press [Enter I zo
continue to the next menu. ETARA will internally assign an installation time of zero for every
block in the system, effectively activating the entire system at the beginning of the simulation.
If there are blocks which are not initially installed, the installation time, in years, is entered in
the first column," Install. Time, yr". The [Tab] key is used to move the cursor to the right to the
"Block Numbers" column and the integer block numbers which are to be installed at that time
are entered. Pressing the [Shift] and [Tab] keys together will move the cursor to the left. If more
than one line is needed for a given age, simply type the same installation time in the next row of
the first column and continue entering the block numbers. See appendix B for more complete
instructions on the use of the full screen editor. Pressing [Enter] will complete the installation
time definition, save the data and return the user to the BLOCK DATA INPUT menu (3.2.1.1).
Pressing [Esc] will allow the user to leave the editor without saving changes.
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3.2.1.2 The RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM Menu
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (R)
Selection E is used to enter or modify an RBD. Selection 13 is used to graphically display the
RBD. Selection X will return the user to the DATA INPUT Menu (3.2.1).
3.2.1.2.1 Enter Reliability Block Diagram
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (R) (E)
!i!!iill !ii!!!i!ii!iiiiiiiiiili!!!iiiiiiiiii! i i ii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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After selecting E from the previous menu, ETARA displays the above illustrated table with full
screen editing capability. The entries shown above under the "Sub #% "Type", and "Elements"
headings are the default assumptions. When entering data into this table, it is highly
recommended that the user have on hand the annotated RBD as described in section 2.0
Preparing the Input.
The full screen editor has a vertical black column under each heading surrounded by a border.
The data for each subsystem is defined horizontally, with the black spaces being the "window"
for the alphanumeric input. For example, the black window for the subsystem number column
is 4 spaces wide, allowing for a subsystem number 4 digits long.
To move from one window to the next, use the [Tab] key to move right and the [Shift] [Tab]
keys to move left. The right and left arrow keys can also be used. The up and down arrow keys
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areusedto movein thoserespectivedirections. If the block data input fills the screen, the [Pg
Dn] key is used to page down the screen to obtain more space. The [Pg Up] key will page up the
screen. The [Enter] key will terminate the full screen editor and return to the RELIABILITY
BLOCK DIAGRAM Menu (3.2.1.2).
The RBD table editor can be used to edit existing data as well as define new data. The user can
simply type over the default data or "mark" any existing data and delete it. The editor has
on-line help screens which can be accessed by pressing the [F1] key. Complete instructions for
using the full screen editor appear in Appendix B.
The appropriate procedure for completing the Reliability Block Data table is to begin in the
upper left with a subsystem number. The user can then proceed horizontally with the subsystem
type and other data or proceed vertically with the next subsystem number. Under the "Sub #"
column heading, the user enters the integer corresponding to the subsystem number in the RBD.
Under the "Type" column heading, the user enters the first letter of the type of subsystem;
series, parallel, and M-of-N parallel, either variable or binary. If a parallel subsystem is an
M--of-N Parallel arrangement, the "Min #" and "Capacity" columns under the "M of N Data"
heading must be filled out as described below. As first described in section 2.0, when two blocks
A and B are in series, it is equivalent to saying that block A and block B must be available for
the subsystem to be available. When two blocks are in parallel, block A or block B must be
available for the subsystem to be available. The situation where two blocks out of three blocks
in parallel are needed for the subsystem to be available is termed "M-of-N parallel", in this case
M=2 and N=3. M--of-N subsystems can comprise only blocks; no subsystems can be in an
m-of-n parallel arrangement. However, there is no limit on the number of blocks in any type
of subsystem, or the number of subsystems contained in any of the possible subsystem types,
except M--of-N as just mentioned.
After the subsystem type selection is made (series, parallel, or M--of-N ), the actual blocks
and/or subsystems contained in that subsystem must be entered in the column labeled
"Elements". The appropriate format for the response is to precede the block numbers in the
subsystem with the letter "b" and precede the subsystem numbers contained in this particular
subsystem with an "s". A space is not required between the "b" or "s" and the block or
subsystem numbers. Numbers in a sequence such as [b 5 6 7 8] can be input with the beginning
number, a "dash" [-], and the ending number [b 5--8]. Any combination of the above is allowed.
Examples of allowed format for a subsystem are,
1) b 1 2 5-8 10 12-25 s 1 2 3-5
2) b2 s3 4
3) slbl
4) b3 4 5
It is important to remember that in subsystems which contain both blocks and other subsystems
to delineate the blocks by a "b" followed by the block numbers and delineate subsystems with
an "s" followed by the subsystem numbers.
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Whenasubsystemtype is a binary or variable M--of-N parallel, the last two columns of the
editor under the "MofN Data" heading must be used to define the required further information.
The column labeled "Min #" is the"M" in the M--of-N statement. That is, the number of blocks
that need to be available so that the entire parallel arrangement of N blocks can be considered
available. The distinction between binary and variable M--of-N subsystems is important in
determining the capacity of the M--of-N subsystem. When binary M--of-N is desired, a b is
entered in the "Type" column and a single capacity must be entered under the "Capacity"
column heading. A binary M---of-N subsystem is available at this user.defined capacity when
M or more blocks are available. When less than M blocks are available, the binary M--of-N
subsystem is considered unavailable (zero output capacity).
When a variable M--of N is desired, a v is entered in the "Type" column and a set of capacities
must be entered under the "Capacity" column heading. A variable M--of-N subsystem is
available at the first user--defined capacity in this set when M or more blocks are available. The
subsystem is available at the second user--defined capacity when exactly (M-l) blocks are
available, and so on down to the last capacity in the set which occurs when exactly 1 block is
available. When none of the blocks are available, the variable M--of-N subsystem is considered
unavailable (zero output capacity). The set should contain exactly M number of capacities.
The variable M-of-N subsystem allows greater flexibility in how an M--of-N parallcl
arrangement of blocks may degrade in terms of output capacity. The capacity defined here for
an M--of-N subsystem will override the capacities Of tile individual blocks contained in this
type of subsystem (see 3.2.1.1.1).
Pressing [Enter] will complete the RBD definitionl save the data and return the user to the
RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM menu (3.2.1.2). Pressing [Esc] will allow the user to
leave the editor without saving changes.
3.2.1.2.2 Viewing the RBD
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (R) (G)
This selection is used to graphically display an RBD which has just been defined after working
through the RBD table editor (3.2.1.2.1) or which has been reloaded from a saved system
configuration file. The block number, type name, and installation time are displayed within
each block of the RBD. The cursor keys, and the [Pg Dn], [Pg Up], [Home], and [End] keys
may be used to move around the display. The viewing location in the diagram is displayed at the
bottom of the screen.
Pressing [Enter] will return the user to the RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM Menu
(3.2.1.2).
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3.2.1.3 The SIMULATION PARAMETERS Menu
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (P)
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This menu is used to define the data necessary to perform a simulation. Selection D allows the
user to define the "duration", or length of time over which a system's behavior will bc
simulated, the "number of runs" or number of times that the duration will be repeated to build
meaningful statistics, and the local and depot spares replenishment intervals. The M and P
selections allow the user to define criterion for reliability analyses.
3.2.1.3.1 Duration, Number of Runs, & Spare Resupply
Intervals
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (P) (D)
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This is a field editor that allows the user to enter five parameters governing a simulation.
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In thefirst field, theuserenterstheduration- thenumberof yearsof systemoperationwhich
will besimulated.ETARA assumesthesystembeginsthesimulationoperatingat 100%output
capability with no failed blocks.
The next field dealswith thenumberof simulations,or "runs" of thesystemover thegiven
duration. Thereisno limit on thenumberof runs,exceptfor theuser'spatiencein waiting for
theoutput. Longer run times will result as more events occur for a simulation, caused by many
blocks and/or many failures and repairs, and the number of simulation runs performed. As one
indication of the time involved in completing a series of simulation runs, the 10 availability
simulation runs of a 30 year duration for the 10 block system illustrated in appendix X took 2
minutes and 23 seconds on a Dell 386 PC at 20 Mhz with a math co-processor (see 3.3 and
Appendix X).
The final three fields deal with spares resupply. As mentioned in 2.0 and 3.2.1.1.1, ETARA
determines block down times based on the availability of local and depot spares, the MTTR,
and the local and depot spares resupply interval (see 3.2.1.3.1). Local spares refers to the
number of initial spares of that particular block type at the system location available for
immediate replacement. Depot spares are remotely located from the system and are delivered
to the system only during the local spare resupply intervals. The initial quantity of depot spares
are replenished according to the depot spares replenishment interval. If a local spare is
available when a block fails, ETARA use only the block's MTTR to determine when the block
will next become available. If there are no local spares but there are depot spares of the failed
block's type, ETARA determines the down time to be the time remaining until the next local
resupply action, plus the MTI'R. If there is neither local nor depot spares of the failed block's
type, ETARA determines the down time to be the time to the earliest resupply interval after the
depot spares stock has been replenished, plus the MTTR.
Given the above discussion, it is seen that after the supply of local spares of a given block type
runs out and depot spares are still available, the system would then receive spares from the depot
according to the "Local Spares Replenishment Interval", subject to the "cutoff' condition
described below. Note that the local spares quantities are NOT restocked. The local spares
replenishment interval dictates when spare blocks are shipped from the depot to replace a failed
block. The local spares replenishment interval is entered in the third field of this editor and must
be an integer or real number >_ 0.
A condition on the local spares replenishment interval, indicated by the fourth field in this
editor, is the "Resupply Cutoff". The "cutoff' time (in days) is used to represent the finite time
before a scheduled resupply action necessary to manifest and load spares on the resupply
vehicle. For example, suppose the system under consideration is a space station in low earth
orbit and the resupply vehicle is a space shuttle. Assume further that the shuttle visits the space
station every 90 days to replenish the station's supplies and bring spare parts. Finally, assumc
that if a failure occurs on the space station, a spare part can be ordered from the earth and
brought to the station with the next shuttle resupply visit. However, if a space station part fails
30 days or less from the next scheduled resupply visit, there will not be enough time to manifest
and load a spare part on the shuttle. This scenario can be modeled in ETARA by assigning thc
"spares replenishment interval" a value of 90 days with a "cutoff time" of 30 days. This means
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thatdependingonwhenapan fails,asparecanbebroughtupto thestationin aslittle as30days
(failureoccurredjustbefore the cutoff time) or as late as 120 days (failure occurred just after the
cutoff time so spare delivery had to wait until the following resupply visit). Allowable values
for the cutoff time are (0 <__cutoff time <_.replenishment interval).
The final field in this table is the "Depot Spares Replenishment Interval". The depot spares
replenishment interval refers to the number of days between the restocking of original number
of depot spares. If a system requires depot spares, ETARA executes as explained above and
decrements the number of depot spares for the failed block type. The depot spare replenishment
interval must be an integer or real number > 0.
Each of these prompts have default responses as shown above which the user can type over.
3.2.1.3.2 Minimum Capacity for Reliability
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (P) (M)
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This selection is a full screen editor which allows the user to define a "minimum capacity" of
the output of a system which is only used by ETARA as a success criterion when performing
reliability simulations. In ETARA, the reliability (with or without repair) of a system to operate
at or above this user-defined minimum capacity is calculated (see 3.3).
In this editor, the user defines the points in time under the "Year" column heading to which
a"minimum capacity" threshold will be assigned as the system's success criterion for a
reliability simulation. The points in time, given in years, signify the point during a system's
simulation at which the corresponding minimum capacity threshold, in percent of the total
system capacity, takes effect. In the example illustrated above, ETARA will assign success
criterion from the beginning of the simulation (year 0) to year 1 of a minimum of i00% system
capacity followed by a minimum of 50% system capacity from year 1 to the remainder of the
duration. In a individual run during a reliability simulation, if failures within a system results
in a system capacity below the minimum capacity at any time, even if only briefly, the particular
simulation run is stopped, the violation of the success criterion noted, and a new simulation is
begun. See 3.4.2 for explanation of the reliability results for this particular option.
If no information is entered by the user, ETARA will default the minimum capacity
requirement to zero for the entire duration of a system.The full screen editor for this section is
identical to the editors previously described. See appendix B for more complete instructions.
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3.2.1.3.3 Probability of Exceedence
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (P) (P)
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This selection is a full screen editor which allows the user to define probability of exceedence
parameters. As the phrase implies, probability of exceedence refers to the probability that, at
user-specified points in time, a system's capacity will exceed user-specified output capacity
thresholds. The user is given the choice of two types of probability of exceedence setups.
The first option, selection P, allows the user to define a capacity profile as a function of time.
This is equivalent to a load profile or power demand curve in electrical power system analyses.
Data is entered as points-in-time (yrs)/capacity level (%) pairs representing points along a
capacity profile. It is important that capacity profile data be entered in pairs, with a capacity
level corresponding to each point-in-time, in years, so the number of periods and capacity
levels should be equal. In the example illustrated below, the user has specified a 75% capacity
level from year 0 to year 1, followed by a 50% capacity level from year 1 to year 2, followed by
an increase back to 75% at year 2. Through a number of simulation runs, ETARA will evaluate
the probability that the user-defined capacity profile will be met or exceeded. See 3.4.1.4 for
discussion of the results.
Keystrokes: (S) (E) (P) (P)(P)
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The other option available to the user, through selection M from the "Probability of
Exceedence" menu, is to enter a set of points-in-time and a set of capacity levels independent
of one another. During a simulation, ETARA will take a "snap shot" of the capacity of the
system at each user-specified point-in-time to see if 'it meets or exceeds the set of
user-specified capacities. This data is used to generate a type of "instantaneous availability"
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matrix which gives the probability that the systemoperatedat or abovethe user-specified
capacitylevelsat theuser--specifiedpoints-in-time. See3.4.1.4for furtherdiscussionof thc
results.
If the userwishesto enter the points-in-time or capacitylevels asa sequencewith regular
intervals,thesetcanbe input with thebeginningnumber,a"dash" [-], theendingnumber,a
"comma" [,], andthe interval.
For example:
Keystrokes:(S) (E) (P) (P)(M)
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is equivalent to:
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In the example illustrated above, at each point-in-time given in the left column, ETARA will
evaluate the probability of exceeding each of the capacity levels in the right column.
The full screen editor for this section is identical to the editors described previously. See
appendix B for more complete instructions.
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3.2.2 The SYSTEM FILE MANAGEMENT Menu
Keystrokes: (IS) (F)
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The SYSTEM FILE MANAGEMENT menu is used to Load, Save, Rename and Delete system
configuration files. The system configuration files contain all the information from the DATA
INPUT Menu (3.2.1); the system's RBD, block data, numbers, and initial ages, installation
times, parameters of the simulation and the spare resupply interval data. This information is all
that is necessary to perform RAM simulations.
On selection of choices L and D, ETARA will respond by listing the extended filenames of
previously stored systems in reverse chronological order according to the times they were
saved. The size, date ,and time saved are displayed along with the names. For those files that
have not been assigned extended names, the DOS file names will be displayed. The user selects
a file with the up and down cursor keys, and presses [Enter] when the desired file is highlighted.
For options L and D, the file will be loaded or deleted, respectively.
On selection of choice R, ETARA will display the list of filenames from which the user can
choose as described above. The user is then prompted for a new extended file name. The name
can be made up of any alphanumeric characters, however, the f'wst character must be a letter.
In the case of files that do not have extended names, this rename procedure will create one for
them.
Similarly, selection of S will display the filename list and immediately prompt the user for an
extended name for the system to be saved. The displayed filename list should enable the user to
create a name for the new file to sufficiently describe it and differentiate it from the others. As
stated above, the name can be made up of any alphanumeric characters, with the exception that
the first character must be a letter.
Upon completion of any of these selections, ETARA returns to the SYSTEM DEFINITION
Menu (3.2).
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If theuserchoosesNOT to load,save,rename,ordeleteasystemfrom thestoredsystemslist,
the[Escape]keycanbepressed.ETARA will thensounda"beep",flasha messageand return
theuserto the SYSTEMDEFINITION Menu (3.2).
3.3 The SIMULATION CONTROL Menu
Keystroke: (R)
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Selecting the "Run simulation" option from the ETARA MAIN MENU brings up the
"SIMULATION CONTROL" menu. This menu allows the user to choose from Availability,
Reliability with repair, reliability with No repair, and Maintainability simulations, as well as a
multiple run Batch mode. ETARA immediately begins the simulation when a key is pressed,
given that the user has reloaded a saved system configuration file or has just finished defining a
new system, eXit will return the user to the ETARA MAIN MENU (3.1).
The Availability simulation is carried out assuming that the system is operating at 100% output
capability with no failed blocks at the beginning of the simulation. The system's block failures
and repairs constitutes the events during a simulation. Block time-to-failure and
time-to-repair are determined via Monte-Carlo methods using the user-defined reliability
(exponential MTBF and/or the Weibull shape and scale factors - see 3.2.1.1.1) and
maintainability (MTFR, spares replenishment interval and cutoff time- see both 3.2.1.1.1 and
3.2.1.3.1) data, respectively. At each event, ETARA solves the the reliability block diagram to
determine the output capacity of the system, i.e., its capacity state. The simulation is performed
for the specified system lifetime or duration (see 3.2.1.3.1). ETARA has completed a singlc
simulation "run" when the end of one duration is reached. ETARA then resets the system to its
initial state and repeats the simulation for another duration. This process is repeated until the
user-specified number of runs is reached. The probability of exceedence statistics are also
accrued during an Availability simulation.
The same basic process described above is used when performing the Reliability simulations.
The difference is that when a block failure causes the system's output to fall below a
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user--specifiedminimum output capacity (see 3.2.1.3.2), the current simulation run is
terminated and a new run is initiated. A run is successful if it reaches the duration of the
simulation without falling below the minimum capacity. The system's reliability at or above
the specified minimum capacity over the given time period (duration) is calculated as the ratio
of the number of successful runs to the total number of runs (maximum runs) attempted. The
"Reliability with repair" option proceeds in the manner of the Availability simulation with the
additional conditions just described. For the "reliability, No repair" option, all block MTTRs
are set to a very large number to ensure that no failed block returns to service.
During a Maintainability simulation, only failures and repairs of the system's blocks are
simulated and stored. ETARA does not determine the system capacity states (and state
availabilities). This selection is intended for use in illustrating a system's demand for
maintenance on a yearly basis. The same information can be obtained in a longer-running
availability simulation. However, the maintainability simulation will run faster since it does not
take time to calculate the system capacity states.
While performing a simulation, ETARA displays information describing the filename of the
system being used, the type of simulation being performed, the number of runs completed out of
the total number of runs, and the estimated time remaining to complete the total number of runs.
An example for an Availability simulation is given on the following page. The estimated time
remaining is read from left-to-right in hours:minutes:seconds. In the example, there is an
estimated 10 minutes and 19 seconds remaining for completion of the 1,000 runs.
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If the user presses X during a simulation, ETARA will internally assign the maximum number
of runs parameter to the next run number, thereby ending the simulation at the completion of the
current run. Analytical results up to this run number can still be obtained from the
SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS Menu (3.4).
ETARA will briefly display the "ETARA Simulation Complete" message on the screen when
the maximum number of runs have been reached or the user exits early, then return to the
ETARA MAIN MENU.
The Batch Mode selection from the "Simulation Control" menu allows the user to choose a
number of system files and assign a type of simulation to each file. ETARA will then
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successivelyexecuteeachsimulation,savingtheresultsasit goes.After B isselected,ETARA
displaysa list of storedsystemfiles belowa list of thetypesof simulations,
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The user can choose to run a type of simulation on any system file by entering the appropriate
letter in the column to the left of the filename. In the example, a Reliability with repair
simulation was chosen for system filename 1 while an Availability simulation was chosen for
system filename 2.
To start the batch run, the user presses ['Enter]. ETARA will load the first stored system in the
queue and perform the corresponding simulation on it. After the simulation ETARA will store
the result data in a result file with the same name as the system file. ETARA will continue to do
this until it reaches the end of the system file queue.
3.4 The SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS Menu
Keystroke: (A)
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The SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS Menu allows the user to view Availability,
Reliability and Maintainability analytical results from previously completed simulations. The
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File managementselectionallowstheuserto save,re-load, renameanddeleteresultsfiles as
well asobtainhardcopiesof theresults.TheTime check selection displays clock time used to
complete the simulation, eXit will return the user to the ETARA MAIN MENU (3.1).
3.4.1 The AVAILABILITY RESULTS ANALYSIS Menu
keystrokes: (A) (A)
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The AVAILABILITY RESULTS ANALYSIS menu presents the user a number of choices of
analytical results displays obtained from an availability simulation. Selection S allows access
to system-level availability results displays while selection B displays results for each block or
block type in the RBD. Selection C will display statistics regarding the system capacity states
which occurred during the simulation, eXit will return the user to the SIMULATION
RESULTS ANALYSIS Menu (3.4).
The System availability and Continuous state behavior displays combine to give a
comprehensive description of a system's behavior in terms of availability. Information from
these two displays include the number and capacity of whatever system operating states
actually occurred, from 100% down to 0%, the availability of each capacity state, the average
continuous time that a system operated at a given capacity state, the average number of
occurrences of a capacity state, the availability of a capacity state or greater, and the total
system's equivalent availability. Also, histograms of the 100% and 0% capacity state durations
are available in selection C.
The Probability of exceedence selection presents the results of the statistical sampling
performed on the system for either the cumulative or discrete probability of exceedence
options.
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3.4.1.1 System Availability Results
Keystrokes: (A) (A) (S)
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System availability results can be displayed either in Tabular or Graphic format. The tabular
selection is illustrated below.
Keystrokes: (A) (A) (S) (T)
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In this example, during 10 years of operation, the first column in the display shows that the
system functioned at five system capacity states: 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%. The next
two columns to the right show the time in years and the percentage of the total time that the
system functioned at each state, respectively. The percentage of time at a particular state is also
known as state availability. Alternatively, this implies that at any given time in the system's
operation over the ten years, there is a 72% chance of finding it operating at 100% capacity. The
fourth column, "Availability of Capacity State or Greater", is a cumulative sum of state
availabilities beginning with the 100% state availability and ending with a 1.0 for the last state
listed. The third entry down the column show_ that the system will operate at the 50% level or
greater 96% of the time. Alternatively in this ease, at any given time in the system's operation
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overthetenyears,thereis a96%chanceof finding it operatingat 50%or greatercapacity.The
final column shows the equivalent availability calculation. The system's equivalent
availability isshownat thebottomof thecolumnunderthehorizontalline, 87.3%in thiscase.
The entry for individual capacitystatesis an intermediateresult obtainedby multiplying the
capacitystate(%)by itsstateavailability (%)anddividing by 100.Theintermediateresultsfor
eachstateare thensummedto determinethe totalsystem'sequivalentavailability.
Equivalentavailability isasinglemeasureof theoverall"goodness"of asystem. It is theratio
of thetotalactualsystemproductionoveratimeperiod(consideringdegradedoutputstatesdue
to failures) to thetotal idealproduction(i.e. 100%output100%of thetime). Basedon the
previousparagraph,theareaunderthegraphof stateavailabilitiesversusthesystemcapacity
statesis equalto thesystem'sequivalentavailability. It canbeviewedasatypeof weighted
averagesystem capacity. There are many alternative ways of expressingequivalent
availability. For example,supposethesystemisapowerstationwhich canproduce100MW at
its 100%state. A system equivalent availability of 87.3% can be obtained either by the power
station operating as indicated in the earlier illustrated table, or by operating at 87.3% output
capacity for 100% of the time, or by operating at 100% output capacity for 87.3% of the time
and at 0% for 12.7% of the time. The same energy is produced over the same time period for
each of these cases.
An important point first mentioned in 3.2.1.1.4 Block Installation Times is repeated here.
Before all blocks are installed, the system's maximum capacity will usually be less than 100%.
In ETARA, availability results are normalized to the maximum possible output capacity during
a given time period. This means that during the period when blocks are being installed,
occurrence of the maximum capacity state possible, even though it could be less than the 100%
ultimately possible, will be bookept under the 100% capacity state. In the results, the 100%
capacity state availability includes occurrences of any state which was the maximum possible
state during a given time period.
The system availability Graphics display is illustrated in figure 2. This display is a graph of
system Capacity (y-axis) versus Availability (x-axis). The axis have been normalized with 1.0
corresponding to 100%. This is an "exceedence plot" in that for a given availability, the plot
shows the capacity that the system operated at, or above. In the figure, for about 90% of the
time the system will operate at or above 75% capacity. A given state availability can also be
determined from the plot by looking at the horizontal length of the power capability plateaus.
Figure 2 shows the 100% capacity state is available about 85% of the time. As described earlier,
the system equivalent availability, which is about 93% in this case, can be obtained from the
area under this curve.
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Figure 2 - Graph of System Capacity (y-axis) vs. Availability (x-axis)
3.4.1.2 Block Availability
Keystrokes: (A) (A) 03)
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At this point, the user can choose between block failure and repair results displayed either by
Individual blocks or by block Types. The individual block selection displays data for every
block which appears in the RBD. The information is displayed in tabular form under the header
illustrated below beginning with block number one and continuing through the largest block
number.
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After the block name and number are displayed, the total number of failures that the block
experienced throughout the duration of every run is listed under the "Raw" heading. The
number of raw failures divided by the number of simulation runs gives the average number of
failures per duration, listed under the "Per Dura" column. The "Downtime" column gives thc
total time that the block was unavailable either while being repaired or waiting for a spare. The
Raw column lists the total down time, in years, for all simulation runs, while the Per Dura
column lists the average time down per duration, in days. Also, the average percent of the
duration that the block was unavailable is listed under the "% Dura" heading. The subheadings
under the "Delay Time" heading list the total time for all simulations, Raw in years, and average
time per duration, Per Dura in days, that a block was unavailable and waiting for a spare to be
supplied at the next spares replenishment action. The active repair time can be obtained by
subtracting the Delay Time from the Down Time.
The results by block type are displayed under the following heading,
Keystrokes: (A) (A) (B) (T)
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In this display, results are listed by the different block types. This information is useful in
determining the relative sensitivities of the different block types with respect to the number of
failures and repair, delay and total down times. The block type list is ordered from top to bottom
by decreasing downtime (i.e. the block type at the top of the list spent the most time down
compared to other block types). The total quantity of blocks of each type are given along with
the type name. The total number of failures are given per duration (number of total failures
divided by number of simulation runs) and per year (failures per duration divided by number of
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yearsin aduration). Next, theactiverepairtimefor eachblocktypeperduration(in days)and
peryear(in hours)isgiven. Thetotal repairtimeperyearfor all blocktypesshouldbe thesame
number as reported for the total yearly maintenance man-hour average in the
MAINTAINABILITY RESULTSdisplay (see3.4.3). Finally, eachblock type's percent
contribution to the total repair,down, anddelaytimes aredisplayed. Thesethreecolumns
shouldeachsumto 100%.
3.4.1.3 Continuous State Behavior
Keystrokes: (A) (A) (C)
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Selection T will bring up a tabular display of every system capacity state which occurred in the
simulation along with the availabilities of each state, the average continuous time that the
system occupied that state, and the average number of occurrences of the state. Selection H will
bring up another menu which allows the user to choose between histogram displays of the 100%
or 0% capacity continuous state times.
The following is an illustration of the tabular results display corresponding to the results first
given in 3.4.1.1 System Availability Results,
Keystrokes: (A) (A) (C) (T)
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Oncomparingthe two displays, it is seen that the first three columns list the same information:
System Capacity States, Time at Each Capacity State,Yrs, and Availability of Each Capacity
State. The additional information presented in this display is the Average Continuous State
Time (in Days) and the Average Number of Occurrences Per Duration in the two columns on
the right.
For every simulation run throughout a system's duration, ETARA keeps a running total of the
number of occurrences of a particular state. The total number of occurrences divided by the
number of runs gives the average number of occurrences of the state per duration (rightmost
column). Dividing the Time at Each Capacity State by the Average Number of Occurrences Per
Duration results in the arithmetic Average Continuous State Time, given in Days, listed the
second column from the right.
The user is presented with the histogram menu on selecting H from the CONTINUOUS STATE
BEHAVIOR menu, illustrated as follows,
Keystrokes: (A) (A) (C) (I-I)
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On selection of either F or Z, a frequency distribution histogram of the number of occurrences
of the capacity state which lasted for a particular range of time is displayed along with the
calculated mean and standard deviation.
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Keystrokes:(A) (A) (C)(H)(Z)
Duringthesimulation,ETARA storesthelengthof timethesystemspentineveryoccurrenceof
the 100%and0% capacitystates.The binsareequalintervalsof time (days),the numberof
which is internally calculatedby ETARA from theSturgessrule equation,
Numberof bins = 1 + 3.3 log n
wheren is thetotal numberof occurrencesof thecapacitystate.Thetotal numberof binsand
themaximumcontinuoustimespentin thecapacitystateareusedto calculatethebin interval.
Thebin interval is indicatedonthedisplayby theFromandTo (Dys)headings.In theexample
above,bin 1hasanintervalfrom 0to 28days.Thenumberof occurrencesof the0%statewhich
lastedfrom 0to 28daysis indicatedby theFreq(Frequency),indicatedas11above.Theheight
of thebarsaredrawnaccuraterelativeto oneanother,butarenot to anyactualscale.Themean
andstandarddeviationof the0%stateoccurrencesarealsogiven;themeanbeing62dayswith a
standarddeviationof 42days in theexample.
Thestandarddeviation resultsaregiven asa meansof indicatingthe variation in the mean
values.However,theusershouldusecautionia Interpretingthis information. Beforeasystem
simulation is performed,there is usually no prlor knowledgeof the statistical frequency
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distributionof the 100% and 0% continuous state time intervals. The calculation of the standard
deviation for these states does not mean that the continuous state time intervals form a normal
frequency distribution.
3.4.1.4 Probability of Exceedence
ETARA automatically selects the type of probability of exceedence display depending on the
option selected by the user before running the simulation (see 3.2.1.3.3). If the user selected the
probability of exceeding a capacity profile, then the probability that the system will meet or
exceed this capacity profile based on the number of simulation runs performed will be
displayed, in percent.
Keystrokes: (A) (A) (P)
iiil;i!iiiiiiil;iiiiii!iii;iiiiiji; !iiiil;iiiiiliiiiii!iiiiii!!iiil  i i iiiii!3jiiiiiiiiiiiiif! iii!ii!ili!iiI !i!i ! i ii! i i !i ! !! i! iii! l! !! ! !
This probability is calculated by the equation:
PROBABILITY =
N
pi " ti
i---
lSl
i=l
where p is the individual probability, based on a number of simulation runs, that the system's
output capacity will be equal to or greater than a specific capacity level over an interval of time,
t. N is the number of capacity levels (over corresponding time intervals) within the profile
defined by the user.
The alternative probability of exceedence display is used if the user had selected the multiple
capacity level criterion. ETARA calculates a probability of exceeding each capacity level at
every point-in-time specified by the user based on the system behavior over a number of
simulation runs. The results are displayed in a table.
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Thesystemcapacitylevelsspecifiedby theuserarelistedverticallyalongtheleft sidewhile the
user-specifiedtime periods are given horizontally in the first row acrossthe top. The
probability thatthesystem'scapacitywill beequaltoorgreaterthan agivencapacity atapoint
in timeis foundat theintersectionof agivenpoint in timeandcapacity.In theexample,atyear
1.0,thereis a93%probability thatthesystem'scapacitywill beequaltoor greaterthan75%.
If thetablecontainsmoredatathancanbedisplayedononescreen,theusercanusetheleft and
right arrow keysandthe [PgUp] and[Pg Dn] keysto movearoundthedisplay.
Pressthe [Enter] key to exit from eitherof these displays.
3.4.2 RELIABILITY RESULTS
Keystrokes: (A) (R)
__J
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The Reliability Results selection displays the numerical results from a reliability simulation
(see 3.3). The simple format is illustrated above. The number of successful simulation runs and
the simulated reliability, calculated by dividing the number of successful runs (465) by the total
number of runs attempted (500, not shown), are displayed. As described in section 3.3,
ETARA calculates the reliability of a system to operate at or above a user-specified minimum
capacity as a function of time. A successful run occurs if the system's capacity remains greater
than or equal to the user--defined capacity threshold throughout the duration, or life of thc
system simulation.
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3.4.3 MAINTAINABILITY RESULTS
Keystrokes: (A) (M)
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The Maintainability Results selection displays maintenance man-hour results and statistics
obtained from a maintainability or availability simulation (see 3.3). The display format is a
vertical listing of the year, from year 1 through the last year of the duration, with the
corresponding mean maintenance man-hours for that year along with the standard deviation,
also in hours, from the mean. These statistics are determined from data stored for all simulation
runs for a particular case. At the bottom of the display, the average maintenance man-hours
over all years of the duration is given along with the corresponding standard deviation (hours).
Note that the standard deviation reported at the bottom is not the average of the standard
deviations reported for the individual years.
In the example above, the mean maintenance man-hours for year 1 for the number of
simulations performed is 33.08 hours with a corresponding standard deviation of 24.79 hours.
The average maintenance man-hours over the three years of the duration is 41.72 hours with a
corresponding standard deviation of 7.67 hours.
3.4.4 TIME CHECK
Keystrokes: (A) (T)
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This selection displays the clock time used to perform the simulations. The simulation depicted
in the above example took 7 minutes and 13 seconds to complete.
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3.4.5 The RESULT FILE MANAGEMENT Menu
Keystrokes: (A) (F)
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The RESULT FILE MANAGEMENT Menu is used to Load, Save, Rename and Delete
"Result" files. The Result files contain all the information needed to display Availability
(3.4.1), Reliability (3.4.2), or Maintainability (3.4.3) results. Since this menu uses the same
procedures and format to load, save and delete files as described in 3.2.2, for the SYSTEM FILE
MANAGEMENT Menu, the user is referred to that section for details.
Selection P will enable the user to get a hard copy of the present results, whether just obtained
by a simulation or reloaded from a saved Result file. For both Availability and Reliability
results, the hard copy contains information of the number of blocks in the RBD, the duration,
number of runs, resupply interval, spares cutoff period and a tabular listing of block data:
quantity, capacity, MTBF (random), mean life (wearout), MTTR, shape factor, initial ages,
installation times and number of local and depot spares (see 3.2.1.2). For Availability
simulations, the hard copy contains the System Availability (3.4.1.1), Continuous State
Behavior tabular results (3.4.1.3) results, and the MAINTAINABILITY RESULTS (3.4.3).
For Reliability simulations, the RELIABILITY RESULTS (3.4.2) information is printed.
eXit will return the user to the SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS menu (3.4).
3.5 EXIT ETARA
After X is pressed to exit from ETARA, the following prompt will appear,
Has the system configuration been saved? Y/N
This prompt exists so that the user does not inadvertently leave ETARA without saving a newly
defined system in a System Configuration file. On responding with an N, ETARA returns to thc
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Main Menu, at which the usershould select S and F to arrive at the SYSTEM FILE
MANAGEMENT menu(3.2.2),usingselectionS to savethesysteminformation.
If theuserdesiresto leaveETARA without savingthe system, or the system has already been
saved, pressing Yat the prompt will terminate ETARA execution.
4.0 ETARA Algorithm Background
The intent of this section is to give more detailed descriptions of some of ETARA's features.
4.1 Event Simulation
ETARA is a "next event" driven simulation. The next event is either a block becoming
available (up)or unavailable (down). A block is the lowest level of division in an RBD and may
represent hardware, software, or anything else which has reliability and maintainability
characteristics. Each time a block changes its status it could have an affect on the output
capacity of the entire system. At every event, the new status of the block, the time that the block
had existed in its previous state, the new system status, and the time the system had existed in its
previous state are all recorded.
To illustrate the next event simulation, a simple block diagram will be analyzed over a small
period of time. The RBD in Figure 1 will be used as the system. For ease of demonstration, each
block will be assumed to have a capacity of 100%. This implies the system, as well as the
blocks, will have a binary status, either 100% or 0%. At the beginning of the simulation, all of
the blocks are assumed to be available and therefore the system is available at the 100%
capacity state. As described in detail in the next section, the first time of failure for each block is
computed via a random number generator and either, or both of the exponential or Weibull
functions. The earliest failure, which is the minimum of all the first time to failures, is the first
event of the simulation. From figure 3 (next page), block 4 can be seen to have the earliest
failure at 0.8 years.
The system clock is then advanced to this event. The time to repair block 4 is computed, 0.7
years for this example. Since the clock is at 0.8 and the block will not be fixed until 0.7 years
have transpired, the block will become available when the system clock reaches 1.5 years.
Also, the new status of the system with block 4 down is found. In this case, the entire system
went down when block 4 went down. Since the system was up from 0 to 0.8 years, the duration
of 0.8 is recorded as the time the system was available at 100% capacity.
Looking at each block for the next event, it is seen that the earliest event is the failure of block 2
at 1.0 year. The system clock is advanced to 1.0 and the time to repair is computed. Let the time
to repair be 0.2 years; this is added to 1.0 and defines the next event for block 2. The system was
down from 0.8 to 1.0 years and is still down, its status is has not changed.
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Figure 3 - Example of ETARA "Next Event" Determination
The next event occurs when block 2 is repaired; the system clock is advanced to 1.2 years. The
next time to failure for block 2 is found to be 1.5 years and is added to 1.2. Block 2 was
unavailable from 1.0 to 1.2 years, an elapsed time of 0.20 years; this is recorded as the time
block 2 was down. Even though block 2 has been repaired, the system is still down. The next
event is the repair of block 4 at year 1.5; the system clock is advanced to 1.5. The next time to
failure for block 4 is computed as 4.6 years and is added to 1.5, giving the 6.1 entry under block
4. Just as with block 2, the time that it was down is recorded. With block 4 becoming availablc
the system has again become available. The system originally became unavailable at 0.8 years
and the system clock has advanced 0.7 years; this value is recorded as time the system was
down.
The simulation continues to operate until the system clock reaches the duration as specified by
the user. The program always looks for the next event, at which time a block is either failing or
being repaired. At each event the following information is determined: the new status of the
block, the time the block had existed in its old status, the new status of the system, and time the
system had spent in its old status (if its status has changed). Additionally, a running total is kept
on how many times each block fails and how many times the system has existed in a particular
output state.
The number of runs that is specified by the user determines how many times the program
performs the simulation for the system duration. In each run, ETARA proceeds through the
event simulation as described. A run can be thought of as forming a time line with events
marked all along it. Many time lines must be developed so that an accurate statistical averagc
may be calculated and the expected operation of the system can be approximated. The more thc
simulation is run, the more statistically significant the results.
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4.2 Event Time Generation
The events in an ETARA Monte--Carlo simulation are block failures and repairs. The phrase
Monte--Carlo refers to the generation of random numbers which is accomplished in ETARA
with a standard APL2 operator. The block time-to-failure and time-to-repair intervals are
generated by inserting the random numbers into a statistical distribution function. The result is
time intervals that are distributed according to a user--defined distribution function which
approximates the failure and repair characteristics of the block.
ETARA uses the Weibull reliability distribution function to generate event times. The
advantage of using the Weibull distribution function is that it can be used to approximate a wide
variety of failure and repair distributions. In terms previously used in this manual, the equation
for the Weibull reliability distribution function is
R = exp{-[(t+location)/scale]shape},
where t is the time period, and shape, scale, and location denotes the three parameters of the
Weibull function. The shape and scale factors can be adjusted to modify the form of the
distribution. Note that when the shape factor is 1, the Weibull distribution reduces to the
exponential function where the scale factor is equivalent to the MTBF. The location parameter
is equivalent to the block initial age or failure free period as described in section 3.2.1.1.3. A
positive value for this parameter will move the origin of the Weibull reliability curve to the left,
modeling a block's initial age prior to the beginning of the simulation. A negative value will
move the origin to the right, modeling an initial failure free period where a block can not fail
with respect to the Weibull function (the block could fail via a random failure if a random
MTBF is specified for use in conjunction with the Weibull parameters modeling wearout).
It should be pointed out that this definition of the Weibull function may differ slightly than what
may be found in reliability textbooks. For example, a common definition is as follows;
R = exp{-(t-location)shape/scale},
where,
shape_u'_A =shape
scaleETARA = scalel/_aPe
IocatiOnETARA = -- location
In ETARA, the scale factor is calculated internally from the mean life and shape factor. The
reason for the sign change on the location parameter is to allow the user to enter positive
numbers for blocks which have experienced initial aging prior to the beginning of the
simulation.
The actual generation of event times in ETARA is described as follows. The Weibull reliability
distribution function is rearranged to give the time period, t, as a function of reliability, R, and
the shape, scale, and location factors,
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t = (scalex (-ln(R))l/shal_)- location
Reliability, R, is expressedasa fraction between0 and 1. Uniformly distributed random
numbers are generated between 0 and 1 and substituted for R in the above equation. The shape,
scale, and location factors are given by the user or calculated from user input. The result is time
intervals, t, which fit the statistical distribution function defined by the Weibull shape and scale
factors.
It is important to understand that in an ETARA simulation, the location factor is only used to
modify the time--to-_-failure for those blocks which have initial ages or failure free
periods. For each subsequent time-to-failure, the location parameter is set to zero. If a block's
failure characteristics are being modeled by both an exponential as well as a Weibull
distribution, a time-to-failure is generated for both distributions. ETARA takes the minimum
of the two as the block's next time-to-failure.
4.3 Collapsing the RBD
ETARA operates on series/parallel system RBD configurations as explained in section 2.0.
After each event occurs in a simulation, ETARA "collapses" the RBD composed of many
blocks, to one block, which has a capacity that represents the state of the system. Generally, two
simple rules are followed to accomplish this:
1) Add the capacities of parallel blocks and/or subsystems.
2) Take the minimum capacity of series blocks and/or subsystems.
M-of-N parallel subsystems have their own special rules which are described in detail in
section 3.2.1.2.1.
This collapsing process is performed "from the inside out". That is, the capacity of the
innermost subsystem is determined first from the general rules mentioned above. This
effectively reduces the subsystem to a single "block" with a single output capacity. Subsequent
subsystem capacities are calculated depending on the status of their constituent blocks and/or
subsystems. Finally, the system RBD can be represented by one "block" operating at the
resultant output capacity.
The process described above is repeated for each event, whether it is a block failure or repair, to
determine the system's output capability after each event. This process accounts for most of the
computer time involved in an ETARA simulation. Figure 4 illustrates the steps involved in
collapsing the RBD of Figure 1.
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Figure 4 - "Collapsing " the RBD
For discussion, assume that event 1) in figure 3 has just occurred: block 4 has failed. Collapsing
the RBD for this event begins with the determination of the status of subsystem 1. Since blocks
5, 6, and 7 are at 100%, subsystem 1 is reduced to a single block, denoted S1, operating at 100%.
Next, subsystem 2 is reduced to a single block, $2, at 100% since blocks 8, 9, and 10 are all
available. Subsystem 3 is a parallel combination of subsystems 1 and 2 and is therefore also at
100%. Subsystem 4 is at 100%. Finally, the status of subsystem 5, which represents the entirc
system, is determined by finding the minimum of the capacities of blocks 1 and 4 and
subsystems 3 and 4. Since the precipitating event was the failure of block 4 reducing it to 0%
capacity, whereas block 1 and subsystems 3 and 4 are at 100%, the total system capacity due to
the occurrence of this event is found to be 0%.
The process described above is repeated for each event, whether it is a block failure or repair, to
determine the system's output capability after each event. This process accounts for most of the
computer time involved in an ETARA simulation.
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APPENDIX A
An ETARA Application: "Duplicate Blocks"
This appendix describes the specific application of ETARA to a problem where a given block
appears more than once in a system RBD. In traditional deterministic RBD modeling, this is not
allowed since the "collapsing" of the RBD will lead to erroneous system reliability and
availability results. Collapsing an RBD with "duplicate blocks" is possible in ETARA due to
the fact that ETARA simulates failures and repairs of individual blocks and the way in which
the subsystem RBD equations are solved.
Figure 5 depicts a situation where the system RBD contains multiple occurrences of block 4.
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multiple occurrences of block 4
In this simple example, the interdependencies of blocks 1, 2 and 4 can be modeled without
multiple occurrences of block 4, as shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6 - Same system as figure 5 without "duplicate" blocks
Both figures are equivalent models for the behavior of the same simple 5 block system. All
blocks have the same data; 100% capacity, MTBF (exponential) of 2 years, and a MTI'R of
2,200 hours. To keep this example simple, a large number of local spares (9999) are defined.
This has the effect of restraining the block down time to the M'Iq'R of 2,200 hours without
spares replenishment considerations.
The deterministic equations for subsystem and system reliability for the RBD of figure 6 using
standard series/parallel reliability mathematics are,
Rsl = 2R - R2
Rs2 = Rsl x R
Rs3 = R2
Rs4 = Rsystem, fig 6 = Rs2 + Rs3 - (Rs2 x Rs3)
Rsystem, lig 6 = R 5 - 2R4 - R 3 + 3R2
The "R" in the above equations is the block reliability. The reliability after 1 year is evaluated
by calculating the block reliability as,
RbJo_k -- R = exp[-1/2] = 0.607
Giving a system reliability after 1 year,
Rsystern, fig 6 = 0.692
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Now, deterministicequationsfor subsystemandsystemreliability for the RBD of figure 5,
containing the double occurrenceof block 4, assumingstandardseries/parallelreliability
mathematicscanbewritten as,
Rs=Rsl = Rs2 = Rs3 = R 2
Rs4 = Rsystem, fig 5 = Rs 3 + 3Rs2(1 - P-,s) + 3Rs (1 - Rs) 2
with a reliability after 1 year,
Rsystem, fig 5 = 0.747
This result shows the error in applying standard series/parallel reliability mathematics (or in
using software which is based on the standard mathematics) to the RBD of figure 5. Writing thc
equations in this manner fails to recognize that block 4 in subsystem 1 is duplicated in
subsystem 2, giving the appearance of three redundant paths for system success when there are
only two, and an overly optimistic 1 year reliability result.
ETARA can correctly calculate the reliability of the system of figure 5 owing to its simulation
of individual block failures and sequential collapsing of the system RBD, subsystem by
subsystem, from the inside out. The RBD of figure 5 was defined in ETARA and 1,000
simulations of "Reliability with No Repair" were performed over a 1 year duration. The
resulting simulated reliability was 0.705, which compares closely to the correct deterministic
calculation of 0.692.
ETARA can correctly handle multiple block occurrences in an RBD for both availability and
reliability simulations. In the example discussed above, it would be preferable to use the RBD
of figure 6 primarily for the sake of clarity and conciseness. However, many real-life situations
arise where duplication of blocks in an RBD is unavoidable due to functional dependencies,
cross-strapping of components, and operational redundancy. A good example is the high
degree of cross-strapping and switching to redundant pathways in a power distribution
operation. With this capability, ETARA greatly extends the applicability of RBD modeling.
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APPENDIX B
The Data Input Full Screen Editor
This appendix contains instructions for using the data input full screen editors. These
instructions may be viewed during the editor session by pressing the Help key, [F1]. The help
window disappears upon pressing [Escape]. The "Function Key" numbering and
corresponding keystrokes are as follows:
Function Key Number Keystrokes
F1 - FIO [F1] - [FIO]
Fll - F20 [Shift]/[F1] - [FIO]
Quit Editing Session
To quit the editing session without saving the changes you made, press [Escape].
Save Editing Session
To exit the editing session and save these changes, press [Enter].
Cursor Movement
Use the [Tab] key to move the cursor to the right from one column to the next. Use [Shifl]/[Tab]
to move the cursor left to the previous column. Press the "Large Plus", [+], key to jump to the
next line of the table. Press [F5] to jump to the top row of the table. Press [F6] to jump to the
bottom row of the table.
Restore Original Data to Screen
To restore the original contents at the cursor position, press [F3]. Press [Shift]/[F3] to restore
the entire row.
Insert a Row
To insert a row on the screen, place the cursor one line below where the new line is to be located
and press [F8]. At the prompt, type in the number of rows to be inserted and press the [Entcr]
key.
Toggle between Replace and Insert Modes
At the beginning of an edit session, you will be in Replace mode, in which keystrokes will write
over the previous text. The editor can also operate in Insert mode, in which the keystrokes will
move existing text to the right. To switch from one mode to the other, press the [Insert] key.
Mark/Unmark Rows
To mark rows of the table for copying, moving, deleting or saving, move the cursor to each of
the desired rows and press [Shift]/[F9]. Each of the rows will be highlighted. Marked
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(highlighted)rowsmaybecopied,movedor deleted. To unmark a row, move the cursor to that
row and press [Shift]/[F9]. To mark or unmark all rows, press [Shift]/[F10].
Delete Rows
To delete a row, place the cursor on the row to be deleted and press [Shift]/[F8]. If any rows arc
marked (highlighted), these rows will be deleted.
Copy Rows
To copy a row of the table, move the cursor to the row and press IF10]. If anY rows are marked
(highlighted), these rows will be copied.
Save Rows
To save rows of the table for later use, mark the rows (see the paragraph above entitled
Mark/Unmark Rows), press [Shift]/[F6] and enter a name for this group of rows.
Retrieve Saved Rows
Rows saved as described above can be retrieved into an editing session by pressing [Shift]/[F5]
at the cursor and entering a name.
Discard Saved Rows
To discard a set of rows, press [Ctrl]/[F6].
Print
To use the printer while in an editor session, press [F2]. The following options will be available
with a single keystroke:
[G] 'Go': Prints any marked rows. If no rows are marked, the entire table will be
printed.
JR] Resets line counter to 0. This aligns the printer to the top of the page.
['L] Advance the printer 1 line.
[P] Advance the printer 1 page.
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APPENDIX C
Hardware and Software Requirements
ETARA requires the IBM APL2 programming language on a 80386 based microcomputer with
a 80387 math coprocessor or an 80486 based microcomputer and at least 2 megabytes of
extended memory. DOS 3.3 or higher is required for the operating system. APL2 for the PC is
available from:
IBM Direct
Phone: 800-IBM-2468
Part Number 6242936
ETARA is provided on 5.25 inch. high density floppy diskettes containing the following three
files:
etara.atf
example_.esf
example_.erf
The two "example" files can be read from within ETARA and contain the system configuration
and analytical results from the example given in Appendix X.
Installation and Execution Instructions
To install, copy the ETARA workspace, "etara.atf", to the system APL2 directory, with the
DOS "copy" command. Next, enter the APL2 system. It should be noted that ETARA requires
eight auxiliary processors. An example invocation would be:
ap!232 ap2 ap80 apl00 apl01 apl03 ap124 ap206 ap210
ETARA can now be loaded from its transfer-format file with the command:
)IN ETARA
From here, the user may examine or modify any of the ETARA code. To begin execution of
ETARA, the main function is called by typing:
ETARA
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APPENDIX X
An ETARA Example
This appendix illustrates how the user would work through the ETARA menus in order to define
the example system depicted in figure 1. The keystrokes and data which the user must enter are
illustrated in boldface type in the following example. This appendix should be used in
conjunction with section 3.0 of this manual which discusses the ETARA menus in detail.
X 1.0 System Definition
Generally, two types of information are necessary in defining a system. One is the block data
and the other is the reliability block diagram (RBD). To define this information in the order in
which the ETARA menus are set up, the user first enters block data via the BLOCK DATA
INPUT menu. From the ETARA MAIN MENU, the user selects "System definition; Enter or
modify data; Block data, numbers, initial ages and installation times"; (Keystroke sequencc
S-E-B). At this point, the BLOCK DATA INPUT menu is displayed,
[ ii;iiiii!i!ii!ii;ji;: _!_i_i_!!i!!!!!illii !i?ii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii! !iiiiiiilll ll
ii;!iiiii;iiil;ii!iiii!iiiiii!iiii__ii__!!i_ii !! i;i!!!i!! iiiiii ii!;; !!!ii i
iii!i!i!!!j!!ili;!!i!! i!!iiii iii!!i_i_ili_!__ii_!i_i!i!iii i!!_!_i ii;!iii;iiii;iiiii!;iii!iii l i ;!!
!_!_!!_!_!!_!!!!!_!!_!_!_!!!_!_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!_!!!_!_!!!!!!i!_!_!_!!_!_!!_!_!!i!i!_!!_!_!_!i!_!!i!_!_!i!i!_!i!_!i!!_!_!!i!_!i!_!!i!_!_!i!ii!!!i!i!i!i!_!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!_!_!i!i!_!!i!i!i!i!i!!i!_!!i!i!i!i!i!i!_!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!_!!i!!!!!i!!!i!i!i!i!i!_!i!ii!i!i!i!_!
The user must enter data for the first two selections on this menu. If data is not entered for the
Ages and Installation time selections, ETARA defaults to "zero" for both. This means that all
blocks will be new (zero initial age) and will be installed and active (zero installation time) at
the beginning of the simulation. On pressing D, the Block Data editor is displayed;
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The user enters block type data in this editor, illustrated in bold. Note that even though the
RBD of figure 1 has ten individual blocks, in this example as defined above, there are only four
types of blocks. When the block type data entries are complete, the user presses [Enter] to save
the information and leave the editor. ETARA then returns to the BLOCK DATA INPUT menu.
Working down this menu, the next choice is "Numbers for each type". On pressing N, the Block
Number editor is displayed;
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The user assigns block numbers to the different block types. In the example, block numbers 1
and 4 in the RBD are of block type 1; blocks 2 and 3 are of type 2; blocks 5 through 7 are of type
3; and blocks 8 through 10 are of type 4. When the block number data entries are complete, the
user presses [Enter] to save the information and leave the editor. ETARA again returns to the
BLOCK DATA INPUT menu.
As mentioned, the "Ages at the beginning of simulation" selection is optional. If chosen,
pressing A will bring up an editor in which the user assigns initial ages to individual blocks via
the block's number;
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Here, initial ages of 1 year for block 1 and 3 years for block 4 have been assigned. Since no
other initial age assignments are made, ETARA defaults to a zero initial age for the remaining
blocks. The user presses [Enter] to save the information and leave the editor.
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Thefinal selection,"Installationtimes",isalsooptional.PressingI bringsupaneditorinwhich
the userassignsinstallationtimesto individual blocks;
l_i _!_i_iiiii_i_i_i_iii_i_i_iii_i_ i_i_i_ii! i_i_iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii!iiiiiiii!_
Theaboveinput indicatesthatblock 2will beinstalled3 months(year0.25)afterthebeginning
of thesimulation. All other blocks will be installed and active at year 0, the beginning of the
simulation. Reviewing the block data shows that block 2 has a 75% capacity and is part of a
simple parallel arrangement in subsystem 4. Since block 2 is not present from the beginning of
the simulation until the end of the third month (year 0.25), subsystem 4 will only be able to
contribute the 75% capacity of block 3. This means the system's maximum capacity will only
be 75% of its total capacity until block 2 is installed and the system is complete. ETARA
availability results are normalized to the maximum possible output capacity during a given time
period. Since 75% capacity is the maximum possible during the first three months, ETARA
bookeeps occurrences of the 75% output state under the 100% category during this period.
Therefore, the availability results for this example for the 100% state will include those
occurrences of the 75% state during the first three months. Press [Enter] to save the
information and leave the editor. This completes the block data input. Pressing X will return
the user to the DATA INPUT menu.
The user can now move on to the Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) definition. From the
DATA INPUT menu, the Reliability block diagram selection brings up the RELIABILITY
BLOCK DIAGRAM MENU screen. The user then selects the Enter reliability block diagram
choice which brings up the RBD editor;
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The input data which defines the RBD of figure 1 on page 2 is shown above. Note that
subsystem 2 is a parallel 2-of-3 binary arrangement in which 2 or more blocks must be
available for the subsystem to contribute 50% of the total system capacity. If less than 2 blocks
are available, then subsystem 2 is at 0% capacity. Press [Enter] to save the information and
leave the editor. Select exit to return once again to the DATA INPUT menu.
Now, the example system has been defined in terms of an RBD and block data. The remaining
selection from the DATA INPUT menu allows the user to define the Parameters of the
simulation.
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This example will illustrate the definition of an availability simulation with probability of
exceedence statistics. Selection D brings up the following field editor;
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Here, the user has stipulated that the system's behavior over 30 years (duration) will bc
simulated. Ten (number of runs) separate simulations will be performed from which the
statistical results will be calculated. If no local spares are available, they will be delivered from
the depot on 90 day intervals, subject to a 30 day cutoff. This means that if a spare block is
needed 30 days or less from a scheduled delivery, that spare block must wait until the following
delivery. The depot spare stock will be replenished every year (365 days). [Enter] is pressed to
save the information, leave the editor and return to the SIMULATION PARAMETERS menu.
Since the user is defining an availability simulation, the Minimum capacity for reliability
choice is skipped. After selecting Probability of exceedence from the SIMULATION
PARAMETERS menu, the user is presented with two further choices. The "Multiple capacity
level data" choice will be illustrated.
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Here, the user has stipulated that in one year increments throughout the 30 year duration,
ETARA will take a "snap shot" of the system and track whether or not the system's output
capacity at that point in time exceeds 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% (0 through 100 in increments of
25). At the end of the set of 10 runs of 30 years of simulated system behavior, the probability
that the system's capacity met or exceeded 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% capacity at each year through
the duration will be reported based on information averaged over the 10 runs. [Enter] is pressed
to save the information, leave the editor and return to the SIMULATION PARAMETERS
menu.
At this point, the user has defined the RBD, block data and simulation parameters. The user
now presses X twice to return to the SYSTEM DEFINITION menu. The "File management"
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choiceisselectedsothatthisnewly--definedsystemcanbesavedin asystemconfigurationfile.
After the file is saved,X is pressedto returnto the ETARA MAIN MENU. The userthen
selects"Run simulation", followed by "Availability" to begin thesimulation.
X 2.0 Results Analysis
The results illustrated in this section are what is obtained on running an Availability simulation
using the system as defined in section X 1.0. The 10 availability simulation runs of a 30 year
duration for the 10 block system illustrated here took 2 minutes and 23 seconds on a DELL 386
PC at 20 Mhz with a math co-processor.
To obtain a menu from which the availability results can be displayed, the user selects "Analyze
results" from the ETARA MAIN MENU followed by "Availability results" from thc
"SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS" menu;
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From this menu, the user can select from a variety of availability result displays. Each selection
is illustrated in the following pages. After viewing each of the results displays, the user presses
[Enter] and is returned to the above menu.
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"Systemavailability", followed by "Tabular results";
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The 100% state results include the occurrence of the 75% state during the first three months of
the system's simulation, since it was the maximum output capacity obtainable do to block 2 not
being installed.
"System availability", followed by "Graphics display";
CAPACITY vs. AVAILABILITY
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Figure 2 - Graph of System Capacity (y-axis) vs. Availability (x-axis)
0.2
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"Block availability", followed by "Individual";
"Block availability", followed by "by Type";
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I i_!_ii_iiiiiii!!!i!i!!_iii_i_i_i_i_ii_i!iii_iii_!i_iiiii!!_i!_i!_ii_ii_!_iiiiiiii!_i_iiii!_!!_i_i_iii_ii_iiiiiii!_!!_i_!!!!!_i_iiiiiiiii!_!_!iiiiiiiiiii_!_iii_i_iiiiiii_i_i_ii_ii!_iiii_ii_!_!:
/_i_ii_ii_i_!_i_i_ii!i_i!i_ii_i!_i_iiiiiii_!ii!ii!_iiiii_iii_!_!i!_!_iiii_!ii_i_ii_i!i!iii!iiiiii_!J!!!iii!_i_i_i_i_i!iiii!i!!iiiiii_i_i_iiiii!i_iiiii_!i!!i_iii_ii_ii_ii_ii_!_i_iiiiii_i_ii_iii!i_iiiii_iiii_i_i_i_!iJi_!_i_ii_i!i!!!iii!!iii_ii!_!_!_i_!iii!!_i!_!iiii!!_!ii_!_iiiii_ii!_!_i!i_ii_i_i!!!!i!iiii_!!Ji_ii_i_i!i!_i_ii:
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"Continuous state behavior", followed by "Tabular results";
_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_iiii_ii_iiiii_i!_ii_ii_iiii_iii_ii_i_i_ii_i_i_!_i_iii!_ii!!J_i_i_iiiiiii_iiiiii_i_!_i_iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_!_!_ii!_i_!i!ii!_!_!i!_!_ii!_iii_iiii!iii!iiiii_i_iiiii_iiiii_iii_iiiii_i_i_i_i_iii!i!iii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiii_iiii!ii!i!iii!i!_ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_i_iii_ii_ii_i!i_iii_i_i_i!i_i_
!i!ii!ii_YEii_ii!iiii!i!_ii_i_iiiiiiiii!!i!!ii__iiiiiiiii!i!ili__ilJiili l i!_ __ij_i
iiiiiii_i!i!i!ii!i!!_!_!ii!!iiiiiiiiiii!i!!iliiiiii _i!_!_ _!ii_!!ii_i_i!i_iiiii_!i_i_i_i_i__iii_i_i_i_iiii!ii_!!!_iiii!_i_i_iiiiiiii_®_!ii_iiiiii_iii!i!iiiiiiiii_iii_i
iiii_ii_!_!_iii_ii!ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii_iiii_i_iiiii_ii_!i_i_i_i!iiiiii_!!Ji_iii_ii__!!_i!_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_i_®!i!!!i_i_!_!_!!!!!!.
__ !i__iiiiilii_ !!i ili!iiiiilZiiil !i!i!!i iii!
"Continuous state behavior", followed by "Histograms", followed by "Zero capacity";
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"Probability of exceedence";
ii!??i! ii iiliijiii !!!ii!ii! iiii iii iiiii!iiiii!i_ii_!_ii_!ii_iiii_iii_i_ii_i_iii_iiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!i.i_i_i_i_i_ii_i_i_ii_iiiiiiiiii_ii::iii_!i_iii::i_iiiii_i_i_iiiiiiiiii!i_iiiii_i_i!i_i!i_!_!_i_ii_iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii_i_i_i_iiii!!i!ii_i_!iiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiii_iii_!_iiiiiii_iiiii_iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iii_i_i_i_iii_i_i_iiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiii_iiiiiii?:i_ii_iiii::_iii_?:?:i_i!_::_ii_i_i_iii::iii!iii!ii!!iiiii_iiiiZi
iiiiiill!!iiiiiiiiiii lli_i_liii iii!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii i
iiiiiiii', _iiiiii_i_iii_i_i_,i:i'_!iili i',i i illi iii!!!'_'_! ,! ',iiii',ii ! li!! _i',i'_i',ii ii i iiiii'_l _i',i!i',iii',', ',i',i'_! __ _i!li,i!_iii iiii_ili_i i_ii!i_ili _i_,_!!_, !ll_i ®_:i::i: !
i_ii:iiil_ li _Niiiiiiil_, l iliiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!iiii_illili l l i NNi?i i?iiiiiiiiiiliiii!_iN!iiiiiil!i i i I_ _ _ i_! _i _i _! !iii_i_ii_iiiiiii_ii_i_iii_ii_i_ii{iii_®i_ii_!i_ii_::
i_i_iiii!_iii_i_:i_:!:iiiii_iiiNNiii!iiii_iiiii}iiiiiiii!iiiiii)iiiiii_iiii!_!iii_iiiiiiii`_:ii_i ! i !_ _ i _!i_ i! ! _ ! i ! i_ ®_i i i iiiiiii_ii!i_Niiiiiiiiiiiii_iiii!ii_iN_iiiii_iii_iiiii!iii!iii!i_i_!ii_i_ii_N_iiiii_!::
_iiiiii_iiiiiiiiii_iiiii!i_!ii_!i!_ii_ii_iiiiiiii!_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiii!iii_iii_iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii_!iiiiiii_i_!_®_i_i_i_i!i!_!i_iiiii_ii_i_®_i_ii_iiiii_!iiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iiii_i_i_!!_!_i_iiii_iii_i_ii_ii_ii_ii_i!iiii_ii_iiiii_ii_i_!_!_i®i_iii_:,_
Probability of exceedence results for years 6 through 30 can be viewed by pressing the "right
arrow" key.
This completes the illustration of availability results for the example under consideration.
Since an Availability simulation was performed, Maintainability results can also be displayed.
This is done by selecting "Maintainability results" from the "SIMULATION RESULTS
ANALYSIS" menu. The illustration appears on the next page.
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Theresultsfrom theavailability simulationcanbesavedvia the"File management"selection
from the"SIMULATION RESULTSANALYSIS" menu.
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